Trump’s Withdrawal from the Paris Climate Accord Ups the Ante on Preventing More Fossil Fuel Pipelines.

If we can stop the Senate from restoring a quorum at FERC we can prevent approval of any more fracked gas pipelines.

June 7, Call Your Senators, as well as Senate Leaders Schumer and Cantwell, and urge them to vote “NO” on Trump’s Nominees for FERC.

Simply Say:

I am calling to urge Senator __________ to vote against President Trump’s two nominees, Neil Chatterjee and Robert Powelson, to be commissioners of FERC. Their records make clear that they will do little or nothing to stop FERC’s rubber-stamping approval of fracked gas pipelines proposed by the fracked gas industry. Senator __________ needs to stand up for our climate, against eminent domain abuse and for clean air and water by voting “no” to these FERC nominees.

Don’t know your Senators’ phone number? Find it here:
https://www.senate.gov/senators/contact/senators_cfm.cfm?State=MA
Senator Schumer’s # is 202 224 6542; Senator Cantwell’s # is 202 224 3441

FERC Approved Pipelines Release climate changing emissions and induce more drilling, fracking and fossil fuel use which, according to experts, could tip us over the climate changing cliff. Right Now, FERC Can’t Approve Any Pipelines or LNG Export Facilities Because they Don’t have the Legal Quorum Necessary to Cast Binding Votes. ..... Help us keep it that way.
The Senate Is Soon to Vote On Trump’s Nominees to FERC. If Approved Appointment of Chatterjee and Powelson Will Restore the Quorum and the Rush of Pipeline Approvals Will Advance

Please Join Our FERC Call In Day – June 7

Call Your 2 Senators. Also call Senators Cantwell & Schumer, the The Senate Leaders That Could Lead a Revolt.

When President Trump announced he was withdrawing the United States from the Paris Climate Agreement, he was denouncing our commitment to reduce climate changing emissions. So it is more important than ever that FERC not be allowed to approve more fracked gas pipelines that will directly result in the release of climate changing methane emissions.

Take action NOW for the climate, against eminent domain abuse, for clean air and water and for human rights by calling your US Senators on Wednesday June 7th.

Demand the Senate vote against Trump’s two FERC nominees.

Remember – this is not a political issue – this is a people issue. Don't’ let anyone suggest to you otherwise.

We need Congress to keep FERC in this power vacuum until it has held hearings that expose the abuses of power and law inflicted by FERC on our communities and environment. And to then craft legislative reforms that will prevent these abuses from continuing in the future – even if that means dismantling FERC altogether and replacing it with a better option.

Help us call on Congress to push for what we really need—congressional hearings that lead to needed reforms and an agency dedicated to facilitating a just transition to an exploitation-free energy system based on locally controlled and distributed renewable sources.